
WEDDING FILMS
BK Photo & Video Adventures

CYPRUS



About Us

Passionate professionals who love to
capture the Love! We're making unique
and dreamy drone & videography just
like in a fairy tale! Marvelous footages of
the best moments of no return!



You're waiting for so long for this unique
and one-time day, right? Already
prepared each details in advance just to
have a perfect day! 

Importance of
wedding videography

This journey is all about
emotions and the
videography is exactly the
perfect way to preserve
these feelings by allowing
you to watch emotional
moments of your beloved
onces again and again that
you're probably missing
out!



Package 2 Package 3

full day coverage/max 8
hours
2-10 min cinematic
Highlight
film about preparing,
ceremony, cut the cake,
speach, first dance, other
venues and all the
special
details
editing included
drone included

590 Euro 390 Euro

MOST POPULAR

max 3 hours
coverage
2-3 min cinematic
Highlight film about
ceremony and
other venues
editing included

half day/max 5 hours
coverage
2-5 min cinematic
Highlight film about
preparing, ceremony and
other venues
editing included
drone included

Videography packages & Prices 

Package 1
890  Euro



ONLY DRONE EXTRA USB
150  Euro  20 Euro

Special Services
ONLY CEREMONY
250  Euro

only full ceremony 
minimal editing
included 
drone excluded
transmission via
email

only drone video
1-2 min
drone photos
max 10 included
minimal editing
included
transmission via
email

contains all of
the media from
your wedding
day 
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CAN I CHOOSE THE MUSIC?
We want our films to be shareable and legal but we try to pay attention to
the preferable song requests of the couple and the mood of the wedding.

Please take it into account that the most popular songs cannot be licensed
for reasonable price but of course you can share your favorite artist with us

and we will provide with the best solutions!

DO YOU RECORD AUDIO?
Although we are filming only highlight videos we do provide with speeches
of the ceremony in some cases depending on the mood of the shortfilm and

also if you request only for full ceremony filming.

REQUENTLY

SKED

UESTIONS



Connect
Our webpage is where you can find our wedding films. We invite you to have a look at them and if

you feel ready to talk about your ideas we are ready to fulfil your needs! Simply click on Get in Touch
on our page we would love to talk to you!

 

If you're not sure about booking yet, feel free to schedule a chat so you can egt to know us little more or follow us
on social media where we share our latest photos and videos!

 
WWW.BKPHOTOADVENTURESCYPRUS.COM

@BKPHOTOADVENTURES.CY


